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ABSTRACT   
Image quality is a major factor influencing pattern recognition accuracy and help detect image tampering for forensics. 
We are concerned with investigating topological image texture analysis techniques to assess different type of degradation. 
We use Local Binary Pattern (LBP) as a texture feature descriptor. For any image construct simplicial complexes for 
selected groups of uniform LBP bins and calculate persistent homology invariants (e.g. number of connected components). 
We investigated image quality discriminating characteristics of these simplicial complexes by computing these models for 
a large dataset of face images that are affected by the presence of shadows as a result of variation in illumination conditions.  
Our tests demonstrate that for specific uniform LBP patterns, the number of connected component not only distinguish 
between different levels of shadow effects but also help detect the infected regions as well. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Digital images are subject to a many distortions while processing, transmission, storing and compressing which will result 
in many degradation types in visual quality. Digital image processing, in general, can change the appearance of images in 
a way that human visual system will judge the change either beneficial or injuriously. Therefore, image quality assessment 
plays an important role in many digital image processing applications such as biomedical imaging, segmentation, 
acquisition image fusion and printing and displaying systems. Also, image quality is a crucial factor affecting the accuracy 
of pattern recognition and help detect image manipulation for forensics. In general, there are two types of image quality 
assessment; subjective and objective [1]. In many multimedia applications, subjective evaluation is the most reliable and 
accurate method to assess the image quality because human observers are the final users. However, subjective assessment 
is time-consuming and expensive which makes them to be inconvenient in real-world applications. Objective image quality 
assessment, on the other hand, tries to dynamically evaluate and adjust image quality. Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ration (PSNR) 
and Mean squared Error (MSE) are the most widely used image distortion/ quality assessment measures [2]. Despite the 
interesting points about these two measures, they have been widely criticized for not being able to correlate well with 
perceived quality measurement as well as not being able to locate degraded image regions/locations. In the last four 
decades, a wide range of researches have been conducted to develop a new image quality measurement that take advantage 
of human visual system characteristics. Objective image quality measurement can be classified into three categories based 
on the availability of original distortion-free image. Full-reference, where a complete reference image is available for 
assessments, no-reference or ‘blind’ category we don’t have access to the original/reference image (i.e.  original/reference 
image is not available), and the third category is known as reduced-reference where a reference image is only available 
partially as some features of the reference image will be extracted and employed as information to measure the quality of 
the test image [2] [1]. No-reference image quality assessment is convenient in practice because in many real-world 
applications the reference image is not available. 
This paper intends to describe a new approach to image quality assessment, based on topological image texture analysis. 
In particular, we use local binary pattern (LBP) as a texture feature descriptor and then constructing simplicial complexes 
for selected group of uniform LBP bins as well as calculating persistent homology invariant ( e.g number of connected 
components). We tested this approach on large data set of face images that are affected by presence of shadow as a result 
of variation in illumination conditions. For specific uniform LBP patterns, the number of connected components 
successfully separated different levels of shadow effects as well as detected the infected regions through simplicial 
complexes.   
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the fundamentals of LBP and how the LBP is used. Section 
3 presents the idea of simplicial complexes and the way of how it conducted on the LBP images. Section 4 presents the 
proposed image quality assessment scheme, while section 5 presents the experimental data and the results of our 
evaluation. Finally our conclusions are presented in section 6.  
2. LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS (LBP) 
 
Local Binary pattern is a visual descriptor which has been first introduced by Ojala et al. [3]. The core idea of LBP is: 
substituting each pixel in the given image by an eight bit binary code which will be deduced from the neighbouring pixels. 
For the sake of clarity, consider a 3 × 3 block matrix taken from an image as shown in figure (1). 
Then the value of the pixel in the center of the matrix will be subtracted from the 8 neighbouring pixels, and 0 or 1 will be 
assigned to a bit depending on the result of the subtraction procedure. Resulting bits from the subtraction operation for 8 
neighbouring pixels will be concatenated and encoded into binary strings in clockwise direction. Obtained binary strings 
will be called Local Binary Patterns or sometimes LBP codes. The procedure for converting the decimal value of the 
central pixel (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐), i.e. 32, into LBP form will be as follow: 
𝐿𝐵𝑃(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) = ∑ 𝛼(𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑐)2
𝑖
𝑖=7
𝑖=0
 
where 𝑃𝑖  is the neighbouring grey value pixels, 𝑃𝑐 is the centre  grey value pixel and the function 𝛼(𝑥) is as follow: 
𝛼(𝑥) = {
1   𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≥ 0
0  𝑖𝑓 𝑥 < 0
 
Applying above procedure on the block matrix will result in getting the binary string 00001111 (decimal = 15) as follow: 
 
 
 
  
  
  
Figure (1): An example of Local Binary Operator 
 
When the image of interest is converted into a local binary pattern form, then a histogram of the image will be calculated. 
Local detailed information, such as edges, lines, spots and flat regions can be detected by the LBP histogram [4] .  It has 
been shown that certain patterns of LBP operator contain more information than others. Ojala et al. named these patterns 
as uniform patterns. The texture of an image can be described through LBP operator by only using 2𝑝 binary patterns. A 
circular bit string is considered to be uniform if it contains at most two bitwise transitions from 1 to 0 and from 0 to 1. For 
the sake of clarity, an example of uniform bins will be 11111111 (zero transition) and 00111111 (two transitions) whereas 
non-uniform patterns will be like 10101010 (eight transitions). Ojala et al. experimentally demonstrated that 90.6% of all 
patterns using (8,1) neighbouring pixels in texture images are uniform patterns. In facial images, [5] are the first who 
applied the idea of uniform LBP. 
It is easy to show that within the (8,1) neighbourhood, there are only 58 uniform LBP-patterns, and the traditional uniform 
LBP histogram consists of 59 bins accounting for the 58 uniform patterns and one bin that corresponds to the summation 
of non-uniform patterns [6]. Researchers are taking histograms of LBP-image as a feature for the classification and 
recognition purposes [7] [8]. 
In this paper, we focus on the geometry of the 58 uniform bins such that after we apply LBP operator on the image, we 
construct the simplicial complex for each of the 58 uniform bins. Furthermore, we grouped the LBP-Uniform bins into 
seven groups according to their binary code pattern excluding 0000000 and 11111111. The seven groups are shown in 
figure (2), where we ordered the rotations of the binary code patterns. In the next section we will demonstrate that 
separating the bins according to their binary code patterns will reveal the presence of some previously unseen textures by 
comparing the number of connected components. The simplicial complexes constructed from the bins shows some image 
textures which convey useful information about the images and at the same time it is hard to detect those features by other 
methods.  
3. TOPOLOGICAL DATA/IMAGE ANALYSIS 
 
One of the primary goals of topology is to classify objects (shapes) according to their connectivity using a finite 
combinatorial process known as simplicial complexes. The fundamental idea behind using topology for data analysis is 
that via topology, one can extract shapes, or patterns, from complex high dimensional data sets and then obtaining deep 
intuitive understanding about them. Extracting patterns (or shapes) via topology is possible because topology study shapes 
in a coordinate free, invariant under small deformation and in a compressed representation [9]. These three important 
properties of topology have been discussed in detail in [9]. The application scope of topological data analysis includes, but 
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is not limited to,  gait recognition [10] [11] [12], brain artery [13], hurricane and galaxies analysis [14], dimensionality 
reduction schemes evaluation [15] , classification of hepatic lesions [16], shape classification using LBP and persistent 
[17].  
Persistent homology is an invariant that characterizes the topological properties of objects (topological spaces). Homology 
measures the number of connected components, loops, voids and so on of shapes and then can be used to differentiate 
distinct spaces and objects from one another. The number of connected components generate zero homology groups 
associated with simplicial complexes. This paper will focus on computing persistent homology of simplicial complexes 
which will be constructed from a selected group of uniform local binary patterns. To be specific, the type of simplicial 
complex which will be built is known as Vietoris-Rips complex (or Rips complex).  
In order to construct Rips complex for point cloud data (specific uniform LBP bins), one needs to select a threshold 
parameter 𝑇 as a first step. Then by gradually increasing 𝑇, high dimensional simplices will be constructed. For sufficiently 
small 𝑇, only zero dimensional simplices will be obtained and for sufficiently large 𝑇, a single high dimensional simplex 
will be constructed. The features that are remain after changing the threshold are considered to be the features that are 
conveying true information about the data whereas the features that are not persistent by increasing the threshold gradually 
considered to be noise [18] [19]. This approach is known as persistent homology where at each threshold homology 
invariants will be computed for different quality of face images.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure (2): The 58 different uniform patterns in (8, R) neighbourhood. 
4. PROPOSED SCHEME  
 
We assessing the quality of images, face images in our case, based on computing the number of connected components of 
face images after transforming them into LBP space. First, we transform the image into a local binary pattern space because 
we want to partition the image into small parts (i.e. bins) which enables simplicial complex (SC) construction easy in 
comparison with trying to build simplicial complex from the whole image. After this transformation, we only select the 
LBP-Uniform bins. In order to be able to construct the simplicial complex for each bin, we need to determine a way of 
selecting a suitable threshold 𝑇 = [𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥] to capture the topology in each bin. To do so, we compute the distance 
between points in each of the 56 uniform bins (excluding 00000000 and 11111111 pattern code). We then sort the 
minimum and the maximum distances between the points in two arrays. From the minimum array, which contain 56 
minimum distances, we select the maximum of the minimum distances to be 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 . Also, from the maximum distances we 
choose the minimum of the maximum distances to be 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥. Finally, we divide this interval, i.e. 𝑇 = [𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥], into 30 
partitions and these portions will from the thresholds. To construct SC, we will start from 𝑇2 to be the first threshold as the 
first threshold is not providing sufficient information about the topology of the bins. Below, in figure (3), we are showing 
the building blocks of our proposed scheme.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (3): Simplicial complex construction for Image texture analysis from LBP. 
 
 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
To test our proposed scheme we used a well-known face database called Extended Yale B Database which contain 38 
different persons, each with different lighting positions source. We selected 3 different set of all 38 persons, 3 different 
sets are clear normal faces, half-shadowed faces and full shadowed faces. Figure (4), shows an example of the face images 
which have been used for the experiments purpose. After building the simplicial complexes from the bins, we analyses 
carefully obtained patterns by looking at the local binary pattern codes, as a result we  conclude that the cases where we 
have only 2 or 7 ones in the LBP-code patterns, distinguishing normal clear faces from 'shadowed' faces (half and full 
shadowed). As discussed in the previous section, we start from the second threshold and we compute the number of 
Input Image LBP_Image 56-uniform bins
selecting 'suitable' 
Threshold
Simplicial Complex 
Construction for 
each bin
Texture Extraction 
from selected bins
Topological features:
no. of conected components
connected components of the Normal faces compared with half-shadow face images in the case of 2 and 7 ones in the LBP 
code patterns, which have been illustrated in figure (4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (4): example of (Right) normal (Middle) half-shadow and (Left) full-shadow face images from Extended Yale B Database  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
Figure (5): Connected Component results of Normal and half-shadow face images at T2. 
 
In figure (5), it is clear that the number of connected components, which have been calculated from SC of the bins where 
we have 2 and 7 ones in the LBP code patterns, of normal face images are different from half-shadowed face images. More 
precisely, in the case of having 7 ones in the LBP code pattern, the difference is significant and more distinguishable in 
comparison with the case where we have only 2 ones in the LBP code pattern.   
Similar to half-shadow case, as it can be seen in figure (6), when we have 2 and 7 ones in LBP code patterns one can 
clearly distinguish between normal clear face images and full shadow faces. In addition, the cases where there is 3, 4 and 
5 ones in the LBP code pattern, the normal face images are distinguishable from their full shadow counter parts. In the 
case of comparing normal faces with half shadow ones, the 3, 4 and 5 ones in LBP codes are not as distinguishable as full 
shadow faces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (6): Connected Component results of Normal and full-shadow face images at T2. 
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Increasing the threshold to 𝑇3 will result in a consistent conclusion for half-shadow images apart from the case where there 
is seven ones in the LBP bin. On the other hand, for full-shadow images, increasing the threshold to 𝑇3 will result in 
obtaining a consistent conclusion when there is two-ones and seven-ones in LBP bins.  
Therefore, the number of connected components of simplicial complexes show a good indication for detecting the presence 
of shadow in face images especially in some of the uniform bins. Thus, we can conclude that not all of LBP-uniform bins 
are useful for detecting shadow. The rest of the five groups of LBP code patterns were also affected by adding shadow but 
they are not as distinguishable as the two groups that have been mentioned earlier.   
This approach not only distinguishes different quality images, but it can also be used to detect the regions effected by 
shadow presence in the face images.  As it can be seen in figure (7), constructed simplicial complexes can convey useful 
information (features) about normal , half-shadow and full-shadow .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           (a): Normal face image                              (b)half-shadow and                               (c) full-shadow face images. 
 
Figure (7): Simplicial Complex for LBP-Uniform bin 10111111. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Simplicial complex has been introduced as a fundamental tool to understand the shape or characteristics of complex data 
sets. Local binary pattern uniform bins have been used as a texture descriptor base to build the simplicial complexes for 
LBP bins which convey useful information about face images generally. Persistent homology invariants (e,g. number of 
connected components) was used to assess the degradation level and consequently analyzing  the quality of image textures. 
Experimental results showed that persistent homology invariants, such as connected components, can detect the presence 
of shadow as well as detecting the infected regions by degradation. In future, we will extend our investigation to other 
types of degradation and consequently analysis the quality of images under these effects. 
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